
Choosing eligible, useful, and  

valuable health care products 

shouldn’t be a guessing game. With 

Health Shopper, participants can 

quickly identify qualified products, 

confidently choose what will work 

best for them, and conveniently  

complete their purchase. Health 

Shopper is easily accessible  

through our employee portal and  

My Plans by CBIZ mobile app. 

CBIZ Health Shopper enhances your employee experience  
by making the most of their healthcare dollars.

Health Shopper maximizes your employees’ Flexible Spending Account (FSA) and  
Health Saving Account (HSA) dollars by making it easy for them to learn about,  

shop for, select, and purchase FSA and HSA eligible retail items. 
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CBIZ Flexible Benefits Health Shopper 
SIMPLE. HELPFUL. CONVENIENT.

CBIZ Flexible Benefits Services integrate with our HCM and Payroll solutions, 
giving you the technology and support to simplify administrative burdens.

Help your employees shop smarter with Health Shopper.
 � Save your employees’ time. Health Shopper helps participants find the products  

they need quickly and easily, as well as seasonal recommendations.

 � Health Shopper purchases are made through Amazon and participants can take 
advantage of their Amazon Prime benefits, including free two-day shipping!

 � Only FSA and HSA eligible products are found on Health Shopper, so participants  
never need to wonder whether they can purchase listed items with their FSA or HSA 
funds. But if there is ever any doubt, they can use the handy Eligible Expense List tool 
to double-check!

 � Save your employees’ money, too. By using Health Shopper, participants are not just 
finding FSA and HSA eligible products, they’re also getting them at the best price! 

 � Health Shopper has FSA and HSA calculators to help participants understand their 
account, set savings goals, and make the most of every dollar. Plus, there are helpful 
blog posts and FAQs available.


